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ABSTRACT
This study is about the architecture of a library designed for particle tracking. This library exposes common
features used to track particles in large meshes using parallel algorithms to localize, manage, distribute
and move particles over computing units. The proposed library design ables particles to be tracked using
multiple heterogeneous parallel paradigms with component reusability. A customized algorithm to distribute
particles over processes has been developed that uses different features of this architecture and shows a high
impact on particle localization and movement execution time.
Keywords: particles, algorithms, architecture, load-balancing.
1 INTRODUCTION
Numerical simulations are often used for particle tracking with Lagrangian approach in domains such as
following sand transport in a fluid (Kang and Guo 2006, Soulsby, Mead, Wild, and Wood 2010), solving gas-
liquid interactions (Darmana, Deen, and Kuipers 2006, Schäferlein, Keßler, and Krämer 2017) or simulating
spray of diesel drops (Kärrholm 2008).
The Lagrangian approach consists in computing the next particle position with :
dxi
dt
= ui(t) (1)
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with xi is the coordinate of the ith particle, t is time step and ui is the velocity vector of the ith particle (Riber,
Moureau, García, Poinsot, and Simonin 2009).
Particle tracking can be very easily parallelized as it is an embarrassingly parallel workload on shared
memory architectures. The particles can be easily distributed on computing units such as GPUs (Nishimura
2011, Fitzek 2015) or Xeon-Phi and other many-cores architectures. The workload is well balanced.
Many numerical simulations come with velocity fields associated to a mesh. These fields are distributed on
computing cores using the geometry of the mesh to lighten the workload on all available cores and memory.
The flowfield can change between two time steps of the simulation.
On distributed architectures, mesh and particles are partitionned and distributed on different memory units.
The mesh and particles are not distributed with the same method to ensure an acceptable load-balancing,
meshes are partitionned using graph techniques preconditioners or mapping algorithms(Schloegel, Karypis,
and Kumar 2000) and particles are managed with distribution strategies (Fonlupt, Marquet, and Dekeyser
1998). Here lies the main difficulty of load-balancing because particles need their environnement, the part
of the mesh where they are, to be followed. As a particle can be located on a different memory unit than its
environment, a smart strategy is often required for an efficient parallel performance. Two common strategies
exist: the first consists in partitioning the computing mesh and flowfield in a well balanced way and distribute
it on remote memories. Particles are initially attached to their environment. Depending on initial conditions,
this can lead to an unbalanced distribution. It means that particles work with local data (from the local
mesh) but some cores might have no particles to track (Darmana, Deen, and Kuipers 2006). In the worst
case, this approach leads to a sequential computation if all particles are on the same partition of the mesh.
The second approach consists in distributing particles over the different processes but their computation
need the complete part of the mesh (Darmana, Deen, and Kuipers 2006). So all computing cores have a
copy of the computing mesh which is very greedy in terms of memory occupancy. Both approaches have
important consequences in terms of computing efficiency and performances: the first approach can lead to
a sequential computation with important messages when particles leave a memory space to another one and
the second approach particles move in a copy of the mesh which removes communications during particles
movements but give a limitation for the number of particles or mesh sizes the memory spaces can store
in the same time. The approach used is almost the same as the second approach but instead of giving all
processes a copy of the entire mesh, this mesh is partitionned and smaller pieces of the partitionned mesh
are import/export from/to other processes.
In order to develop particle tracking functions used in multiple environments, simulation cases and scientist
teams, the different objects created to compute particle distribution are gathered in a high performance
library. This library will be hardly used in different way and with a large panel of data types, structures and
objects so that it has to be modular, highly extensible and upgradable.
In this study, we propose a parallel library to localize, track and distribute particles on heterogeneous high
performance machines. We propose a design approach for this library in order to prepare the particle track-
ing field for future Exascale machines providing modularity and maintainability. We also give a customized
algorithm to distribute particles on remote memory spaces. This algorithm performs some cache optimiza-
tions with spatial and temporal data locality.
2 LIBRARY ARCHITECTURE
Many software designs have been implemented to solve a large number of problems in many fields and a lot
of software architectures and design patterns exists (Gorton 2006). Particle tracking is based on two main
operations: localization and movement computation. Figure 1 is a sketch of operations used in particle track-
ing. This figure shows two things: particle tracking is an embarassingly parallel problem and as particles
are independants, they call independants operations and datasets. We can sketch processors or computing
units with the same graph as the different colums can stand for a group of particles or a group of processes.
Dashed arrows between processes represent the communications as a process may need a dataset, a part of
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Figure 1: Particle tracking task graph. Pn stand for particlen, a group of particles or a group of processes, L
stands for Localization operation and M for Particle Movement.
the mesh to track its particles. In this example the first imports data owned by the nth process to localise the
particle during the first localization step and exports data to help the second process to localize its particle
during the second step. This figure gives an good overview of the main difficulty to express high parallelism:
a well balanced workload. As processes would work during different duration depending on particle’s lives,
a process that have lost all work (first process in figure 1), will wait other processes to export data to them.
This is an opportunity to give it some particle to track. As the particle localization is the operation in which
a process need to import data, this step is implicitly a synchronization step. According to these comments,
we can extract components from the task graph. There are three main components showed in Figure 2. The
components are the data component which represents all data structures used in the library as the mesh,
the flowfield and particles, the computation component that gathers computation functions as localization
computation, particle moving, and the communication components that take care of communication func-
tions to import and export data to remote memory spaces. This pattern design, known as Component-based
Computation
* Localization
* Tracking
Data
* Particles
* Mesh
* Memory Management
Communications
* Particle Distribution
* Mesh Part Import/Export
* Accelerators Management
Figure 2: Component Graph of the library.
Architecture, consists in decomposing software services into components that are independants, reusable,
extensible, replaceable and upgradable. These independant compenents are used to give services for ex-
ample in our case the computation of a ray/plane intersection, the localisation of a vertex in a polyhedron
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or the communication of a CPU and the GPU accelerator on the same node. We tried to render the three
components as independant as possible by using primitive data types. Homemade classes and structures are
only used inside a single component causing each component to be encapsulated.
According to figure 2, components depend on the Data component. Indeed, the Communication component
import and export data from the Data component and functions of the Computation component operate on
the same data flow.
3 DOMAIN DISCRETIZATION FOR PARTICLE LOCALIZATION AND DATA EXPORT.
Localize particles in mesh parts is a complex operation that includes communications, load-balancing and
memory management. This operation can be done using multiple methods including containment problems,
graph searches, repartitioning and particle distribution. Two standard approaches are gathering mesh parts
and copying them on all memory devices, or make the particles move through memory devices. The first
approach involves a lot of memory that is used to store all the computing mesh on all memory devices and
the second one involve that particle workload is not well balanced over the cores. To localize particles we
choose to partition the computing mesh using a Hilbert curve method (Castro, Georgiopoulos, Demara, and
Gonzalez 2005) and create an overlapping structured grid with the minimum and maximum coordinates of
the computing mesh. Figure 3 shows the structured grid overlapping the computing mesh as a bounding
L1 L2 L3 L4
L5 L6 L7 L8
L9 L10 L11 L12
L13 L14 L15 L16
Figure 3: Structured Grid overlapping a computing mesh.
box. This structured grid is used for particle localization and mesh data export. For these both usage, the
data structure is built once and for all during the initialization phase, that way initialization cost does not
appears during particle movement. In the other hand, the memory space dedicated to the structured grid is
a constant cost as long as the data structure is allocated. The memory usage can be a problem as mesh data
that is going to be exported is equivalent to a copy of the local mesh partition.
3.1 Particle Localization.
The main hotspot of the particle tracking problem is the particle localization. In a meshed context, this
problem is known as containment problem, which consists in determining if a polyhedra contains a point or
a particle. This containment problem is geometrically complex to solve.
To determine the cell where a particle is, a set of cells is selected, then a containment check is computed with
these candidate cells. The most important parameter is the number of candidate cells, the more this number
is reduced, the faster the particle localization is. To reduce the number of candidate cells, we implement
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Figure 4: Example of structured cells import and export to localize and track removed particles. a⃝ and b⃝
are processes that owns a different mesh partition and all particles are localized in a⃝. Particles 1, 2, 3 and
4 are tracked by a⃝ whereas 5, 6, 7 and 8 are tracked by process b⃝.
two independant methods that reduce this number in two steps: a overlapping structured grid can localize
a particle in a coarse grain step then the minimum distance vertex is applied to localize the particle in a
neighbouring cell. This coarse grain localization step can be achieved by another method than a structured
grid like octrees or kd-trees with a similar memory impact. We have choosen the structured grid because the
particle localization is done with a division per dimension, the data structure is quiet simple to implemment
and the initialization cost is very low.
As nowadays a large computing mesh is often partitionned and distributed on remote memory spaces, a
structured grid is build on all these partitions. That implies that to localize a particle on a remote partition
the corresponding structured grid have to be import. We choose to copy the dimensions of all known
structured grids in the parallel context because of the low memory space needed to describe the structured
grids. In fact, the memory usage is equivalent to 2 coordinates per dimension ( 6 floats in 3D) and 1 integer
per dimension to desccribe the discretization in each direction.
3.2 Mesh parts export.
The structured grid is also useful in particle distribution and to track particles on remote memory devices.
The overlapping grid is composed of cells that contain multiple cells of the original computing mesh. These
cells of the structured grid (L1−16 in figure 3) can be considered as independent mesh parts and can be send
or received to or from another process (a remote CPU socket or accelerator).
Figure 4 shows an example of the structured grid cells in mesh data communication phase. a⃝ and b⃝
represent two computing units such as remote CPUs or accelerators. The two units own a piece of the global
mesh as well as the corresponding structured grid. In this example, all particules are in the red mesh (owned
by a⃝). In this worst case particles are distributed on the two processes: each process has 4 particles. Process
b⃝ (blue), commands process a⃝ to send pieces of the mesh where the particles 5,6,7 and 8 are. The 3 cells
of the structured grid a⃝ are sent to process b⃝ which can track its particles until they leave their imported
environment.
When a particle of b⃝ comes out of an imported cell, process b⃝ localize the particle in the structured grid
of a⃝ and import the new environment.
This approach has the advantage to export and store mesh pieces and not have a copy of the whole computing
mesh on each memory device. The worst case happens when a process need to import all pieces of an other
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process. This happens when particles are randomly distributed and this can be solved by ordering particles
or distribute particles taking into account their localization in memory.
4 ALGORITHM FOR PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION.
As sketches the tasks graph, the particle tracking problem is an embarassingly parallel problem. This par-
allelism is brought with the task distribution which corresponds to the particle distribution over computing
units. The more particle are well distributed, the higher the parallelism rate is. To distribute particles over
remote memory spaces, we use and customize the partner processor algorithm described by O’Brien, Brant-
ley, and Joy (2012). This algorithm consists in iteratively assigning to each process a partner process. The
{10} {2} {4} {5}
{6} {6} {4} {5}
{5} {6} {5} {5}
Figure 5: Particle Distribution on 4 processes.
two partners communicate and balance their particles. The maximum number of partners of a process is up
to log(N) where N is the total number of processes.
This algorithm gives well balanced processes in a few number of iterations but moves randomly particles
through remote memory spaces. Indeed particles that moves on remote processes are not ensured to find on
the new memory space all needed data.
Figure 5 is a sketch of the distribution algorithm on an example with 21 particles on 4 processes. The
algorithm runs on 2 iterations. Colors represent the different associated of processes during iterations.
We modified the algorithm in order to take into account the geometrical locality of the particles. In that
way, particles are rearranged to stay on processes that own their environment in order to optimize spatial
and temporal locality.
Figure 6 gives the same example of figure 5 but with our algorithm modification. In this example, 21 particles
are tracked on 4 processes. Particles are localized as follows: 3 particles are located in the mesh on the first
process (orange), 5 particles are on the second process (green), 11 particles belong to the third process(blue)
and 2 particles belong to the fourth process (red). There are two main problems in this example : most
of the particles are located on the third process and most of them are stored on the first process. The idea
of the algorithm is to keep the maximum number of particles on the process where these particles can be
localized. In figure 6, the first iteration makes the process couples {1,2} and {3,4}. The ideal workload
of the first couple is 6 particles per process, so each process will send to its partner the maximum number
of particles that are localized on this partner. At the same time, each process send the difference between
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Figure 6: Particle Distribution on 4 processes with the customized algorithm.
the ideal number of particles and the maximum number of recieved particles. To illustrate this operation,
the first process sends 5 particles to the second process and the second process sends 1 remaining particle to
process 1. At the end of the run, particles are well balanced and an effort have been done to send particles
that are not on their mesh partition. It can be noticed that this algorithm can only work with a number of
processes equal to a power of 2 as the number of partner (and iterations) of a process is given by:
⌈log2(nProcs)⌉ (2)
This maximum iteration allows to be very performant on machines with very high number of cores as
expectited in an exascale future. It means that the number of communications and messages during the
distribution step is limited.
5 EVALUATION OF THE PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM.
The performances of the distribution algorithm are measured with the execution time of a parallel particle
tracking simulation. Particle coordinates and their direction vectors are randomly initialized on process of
rank 0, which means that all other processes have no particles to track at the beginning of the simulation.
The mesh represent a three-dimensional cube discretized with cubic cells. When a particle comes out of
the computing mesh, it bounces on the cube walls. The cube is 99 vertices length so 98 cubic cells length.
To move the particles, we choose to set a number of time steps represented by the particle/face intersection
computation. Each time step, the particle move to the intersection point between the particle and the face
of the cell it is going to cross. This computation allows to know the next cell of the computing mesh the
particle will cross. The number of time step is set to 100. Performances are measured on the same problem
size which corresponds to the track of 64 millions particles and on different number of processes. The more
processes there are, the more particles and mesh are distributed on cores. To perform communications we
used Message Passing Interface(MPI) on all cores initializing one MPI thread per physical thread. For this
evaluation, we do not use different sizes of the structured grid cells, we only use unit bounding boxes, in
other words, structured grids are made of a unique cubic cell per local mesh partition.
Figure 7 shows the execution time in seconds of the distribution operation, localization and particle move-
ment. This figure shows the that the localization and particle movement is highly impacted by the distri-
bution algorithm. The customized distribution algorithm that takes into account the particle localization in
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Figure 7: Execution Time of the two distribution algorithms in Localization and track computation.
Figure 8: Speed-up.
the different structured grids always gives a speed-up during the localization and the movement steps. The
algorithm we developed has an overhead compared to the original distribution algorithm because of the lo-
calization understep to localize particles in different structured grids. The next figure 8 shows the speed-up
the algorithm coustomization brought comparing with the original distribution algorithm. The speed-up is
computed with:
Speed−up = Toriginal
Tcustomized
(3)
This figure 8 shows that our algorithm make the particle movement two times more efficient and the par-
ticle localization up to four times more efficient than if particles are randomly distributed. The developed
algorithm has a higher impact on particle localization because during this step, particles are localized in
different structured grids and for each particle, if it is localized in the local mesh, this will limit communica-
tions between processes and overhead due to irregular cache access. During particle movement, there is no
communications between computing units, mesh data is already on local memory and particles are already
localized. The obtained speed-up is due to cache reusage between two particles that have more chance to
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need neigbouring data or the same data to compute the next position. More generally, the speed-up obtained
during the particle movement is due to spatial and temporal locality of data.
6 CONCLUSION
The library architecture is really simple, based on three simple components, the different components used
to localize, distribute and track particle work independently and are easily upgradable. The components
can be used with multiple data types (thanks to C ++templates) and implement parallel algorithms for
heterogeneous machines to distribute particles and optimize spatial and temporal locality of data. The
distribution algorithm helps to reduce mesh parts copies to be scattered, prefering to send foreign particles
and keep neighbouring particles close to the core and the cache. This algorithm has multiple advantages,
reduce message sizes because it allows two partner processes to communicate each iteration so that a core
can not receive a huge number of messages from different partner during the same iteration. Unfortunatly
the algorithm has an important drawback: it only works with a number of processes equal to a power
of 2. This drawback contrasts with the idea of a complete library running on heterogenenous machines.
Other algorithms to control work-balance will be study to find a strategy that mixes heterogeneousity and
parallel efficiency. On the other hand, the distribution algorithm has been optimized to take into account
particles locality. This optimization have demonstrated a real impact on computing performances during
localization step and particle movement computation. Parallel work is done on the impact of the structured
grid discretization and the minimum size of a structured cell that can be sent to a process to be efficient in
terms of message size and temporal locality during movement commputation.
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